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A B S T R A C T

The fundamental role for poultry farmers to be successful in their activities is to precisely increase, decrease, or
maintain, in a short time span, factors that determine poultry growth, such as humidity, temperature, amount of
feed ration, ventilation, and others. Although there are modern automatic control technologies supporting these
aspects, systems are architected to react to environmental conditions based on predefined programmed control
rules, without considering knowledge readings from historical data and, most importantly, the human specia-
list’s reasoning. In practice, when control actions diverge from the specialist’s opinion, signals of the automatic
controller are immediately intercepted (via the system interface) to recalibrate them for a different control rule
to be applied based on human perception. As the set of parameters tends to be large and they are frequently
combined, whereas human perception tends to be limited, this intervention of automatic control tends to be an
error-prone decision-making option. In this paper, we demonstrate that action plans for poultry management can
be derived by systematically collecting data from the production environment. A sensor network is used to
register poultry management data, which are then preprocessed using machine-learning techniques. To validate
the obtained results, we compare them against action plans generated by a human specialist and baseline results.
Analysis suggest that action plans derived from the proposed model follow, with acceptable accuracy, the control
actions that should be taken by the controller when considering a knowledge-based perception that absorbs
expert reasoning and best practices guidelines. The benefits of the proposed approach are discussed regarding
economic factors such as average broiler weight and feed conversion ratio.

1. Introduction

Poultry farming is the term that identifies the agro-industrial sector
directed at raising poultry for meat. Countries such as Brazil, China, and
the USA contribute to approximately 54% of the world poultry pro-
duction. In Brazil, for example, the production of chicken meat was
13.146 million tons in 2015, with a growth of 450,000 tons compared
to the previous year. In China and the USA, the productions of chicken
meat were 13.025 and 17.966 million tons, respectively. It is estimated
that globally the per capita consumption of chicken meat in 2016 was
43.25 kg, with an increase of 1.1% compared to 2015 and 17.96%
compared to the previous decade (ABPA, 2016).

In the past several years, substantial investments have been raised

around the world, both from public and private agencies, to improve
poultry farming. This includes research initiatives focusing on animal
well-being and behavior (Henriksen et al., 2016); immunology, health,
and disease (Fasina et al., 2016); metabolism and nutrition (Chen et al.,
2016); physiology and reproduction (Shin et al., 2016; Levins and
Vamer, 1987); improvement in industrial processes handling (Trocino
et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016; Gleaves, 1989); economic aspects of the
broiler production chain (Schmisseur et al., 1989; Lance, 1990; Groen
et al., 1998); and individual farm analysis (Yassin et al., 2012). How-
ever, a literature overview reveals a significant lack of scientific results
on improving poultry management practices with special concerns to
natural resource waste, environment pollution, and tooling support for
specialized labor.
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In practice, controlling factors such as water, amount of feed ration,
ventilation, temperature, and humidity are currently performed by
automatic control technology provided by the companies that cen-
tralize production, referred to as integrating companies (or broiler
chicken companies). The automatic controller is architected to be re-
active, i.e., upon an impulse measured in the real environment (usually
via sensors), the controller makes a control decision immediately,
commanding actuators to react to the environment condition.

The question that emerges at this point is: how can a rule, or set of
rules, be constructed to direct a controller to react correctly from a
given signal? Despite the abundant amount of advanced technology
available for automatic control, we claim that this decision remains
unclear; it is not integrated to the currently implemented controllers
and depends essentially on human perception. This reasoning guides us
throughout this paper.

We call the poultry farmer (or simply farmer) the human expert who
is responsible for the broiler house. Before starting any broiler pro-
duction cycle, the poultry farmer must establish the parameters for the
controller to react, which is usually supported by technical guides
(Cobb, 2012a). Whenever environmental conditions change or internal
production conditions must be updated (such as addressing the pro-
duction space), the controller must be recalibrated by the farmer to
begin acting accordingly. Besides requiring the constant presence of the
poultry farmer, this is an error-prone practice as parameters to be re-
configured are multiple, they are immersed into a large-sized hetero-
geneous physical space, and are usually dependent, which leads to a
large, complex, and intricate combination of conditions for the con-
troller to act properly.

The acquisition of data from aviaries, to allow the farmer to use
them to establish the controller parameters, can be conducted by using
electronic devices such as a sensor network, technology that is nowa-
days readily available at relatively accessible cost. Sensors are pro-
grammed to perform readings at predefined points of time. In this
paper, we implement and use this technology, with particular interest
on sensing parameters such as humidity, temperature, and ventilation,
among other factors. As they can change quickly based on climatic
changes, they should be acquired in reduced intervals of time (e.g.,
every minute). As a complement to the sensing data, it is also important
to remark that the majority of farmers maintain accurate activity re-
cords and environmental notes to report to the production level
(Gleaves, 1989). These data are analyzed and used to make daily or
weekly adjustments in consumed nutrients (feed ration), temperature,
humidity, ventilation rate, light density, and in some instances housing
density and other management decisions.

Clearly, the aforementioned mechanisms have potential to generate
hundreds of thousands of data records within a short period. These data
must be analyzed properly and efficiently, otherwise they provide no
practical meaning. One possibility is to combine proper data collection
procedures with advanced computational techniques such as Artificial
Intelligence approaches. In conjunction, they can provide the potential
for the construction of advanced bio-inspired computational systems.

In recent years, it is remarkable how computational tools have been
increasingly specialized with intelligent bio-inspired resources such
that they can be integrated to humans and act autonomously
(Doluschitz and Schmisseur, 1988; Levins and Vamer, 1987). Predictive
learning approaches such as Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) models
(Feldman and Ballard, 1982; Wasserman, 1989; Hinton, 1989; Muller
and Reinhardt, 1990) define the technical means to propagate this ef-
fect. ANNs, also known as neurocomputing, allow addressing problems
for which algorithmic and symbolic approaches are not appropriate
(Hertz et al., 1991). In this context, neurocomputing-based machine
learning has demonstrated to be appropriate for constructing open,
distributed, heterogeneous, and flexible architectures that can offer a
variety of services without imposing architectural constraints. Inspired
by biological neural networks, ANNs are massively parallel computing
systems consisting of an extremely large number of simple processors

with many interconnections. ANN models attempt to use organizational
principles believed to be used by humans (Feldman et al., 1988).

However, the key for Artificial Intelligence techniques to solve prac-
tical problems relies on data. It is from the combination of high-quality
data and appropriate machine learning techniques that emerge useful
decision support tools (Domingos, 2012; Halevy et al., 2009). In this study,
we combine a set of data that has been acquired through a sensor network
with ANN multiple regression models. The result is a computational
structure that suggests action plans for the poultry farmer. The reason for
using an ANN multiple regression model is based on the fact that poultry
management requires configuring multiple actions (actuators) where
every action is dependent on the others, i.e., there is a relationship be-
tween the model output variables (e.g., number of exhausters influences
the exhaustion time). Thus, a standard multiple regression model (e.g.,
Ordinary Least Squares) would not be appropriate as the ultimate goal is to
obtain multiple actuators. Other learning methods that consider the re-
lationships between output variables could be considered for this task,
such as multi-label classifiers (Tsoumakas and Katakis, 2007).

The remainder of this manuscript is structured as follows: poultry
management practices are introduced in Section 2. Section 3 presents
technologies directed to practical issues related to poultry management.
Section 4 describes the data acquisition process that leads to a dataset.
Section 5 presents the ANN approach used to generate the action plans.
Results and discussion are provided in Section 6. Conclusions and fu-
ture studies are presented in Section 7.

2. Practical issues related to poultry management

One of the most important activities in aviculture is poultry man-
agement. This refers to the daily activities conducted by a poultry
farmer along the short life cycle of broilers. Usually, poultry manage-
ment includes simultaneous control of multiple factors such as the
amount of time destined to rest, amount of food, temperature, hu-
midity, and ventilation levels. The way these factors are controlled
influences the poultry production directly (May and Lott, 2000).

In general, the integrated control of poultry management tasks is
complex (Cobb, 2012a; Hi-Pro, 2016), as broiler metabolism is ex-
tremely sensitive, especially to temperature and humidity variations
(Prince et al., 1965; Donkoh, 1989). Combined, temperature and hu-
midity determine the thermal comfort zone for broilers. Although high
variations imply broiler stress, their appropriate balance is usually as-
sociated to productivity (Balnave, 1998). Furthermore, by varying a
single parameter alone, the zootechnical yield of the flock1 can be in-
fluenced, possibly compromising its resulting quality (Marin et al.,
2001).

For example, increasing the temperature implies decreasing the
ventilation time. Inappropriate minimum ventilation results in poor
quality air inside the poultry house, which in turn can cause increased
levels of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, ammonia, dust, and moisture
levels, among other factors, which is the front-end for disease and syn-
dromes such as ascites. Minimizing these levels requires exhaustion to be
always active, which contradicts an eventual requirement for heating.
Therefore, setting these factors is complex and can cause economic losses
when not properly addressed (Harper et al., 2010).

A usual measure in broiler production to quantify efficiency is Feed
Conversion Ratio (FCR). This can be estimated as a function of the
consumed food (cf ) with respect to the mean weight gain (wg), such
that =FCR cf wg/ (Noble and Teeter, 2004). The rapid growth of
broilers2 requires specialized actions from the poultry farmer, which
interfere with the productivity indicators (Fontana et al., 1992). The

1 Flock refers to the period between arrival and delivery of broilers (alive) from/to the
integrator.

2 In this study, poultry management is performed on the species Gallus gallus domes-
ticus, commonly known as domestic chicken. The life cycle of the domestic chicken, in a
flock, is of approximately 28 days.
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